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About Foresite Training 

Foresite Training is a nationally registered training 
organisation, delivering qualifications and accredited courses 
in Melbourne and across the nation. We are able to train and 
assess competency at our training centres in Victoria or at 
your workplace anywhere in Australia.

Short courses 

We deliver nationally accredited short courses, industry 
specific modules as well as tailored programs for employers. 

The information provided here covers a range of our popular 
short courses, however, we also deliver a variety of other 
courses we’d be happy to discuss with you. 
 
Entry requirements apply to some courses.  Course prices 
and durations are subject to change and will be confirmed 
prior to enrolment.  Additional fees may apply for regional and 
interstate training.

Ask us about our qualifications 

Foresite Training delivers a range of nationally accredited 
qualifications with regular intakes throughout the year. 

Talk to us about how we can help up-skill you or your 
employees.

Industry training 

- Heavy vehicle licensing 
- Warehousing
- High risk work licences
- Earthmoving 
- Traffic management 

Workplace delivery 

We can deliver training at your workplace helping you 
maximise your productivity. Discuss all options available with 
us today.

Contact us on 
1300 366 015 
or email info@foresitetraining.com.au 
 

Individuals with disabilities and/or special needs are encouraged to apply. 

FORESITE TRAINING PTY LTD

RTO Code: 22227 | ABN: 30 119 110 762

- Logistics 
- Driving operations
- Surface extraction
- Construction 

Version 3.0 - 19/01/21
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Heavy Vehicle Licensing

TLILIC2014 - LICENCE TO DRIVE A LIGHT RIGID VEHICLE

A vehicle greater than 4.5 tonnes but no greater than 8 tonnes GVM or which seats more 
than 12 people (including driver). You are eligible for a light rigid licence after holding a car 
licence for 1 year

PRICE: $799.00

TLILIC2015 - LICENCE TO DRIVE A MEDIUM RIGID VEHICLE

Any 2 axle rigid vehicle greater than 8 tonnes GVM. You are eligible for a medium rigid licence 
after holding a car licence for 1 year.

PRICE: $899.00

TLILIC2016 - LICENCE TO DRIVE A HEAVY RIGID VEHICLE

A vehicle 8 tonnes GVM and above, with 3 or more axles. You are eligible for a heavy rigid licence 
after holding a car licence for 2 years.

PRICE: $999.00

TLILIC2016 - LICENCE TO DRIVE A HEAVY RIGID VEHICLE

A vehicle 8 tonnes GVM and above, with 3 or more axles. You are eligible for a heavy rigid licence 
after holding a car licence for 2 years.

PRICE: $1299.00

Our Locations:       

Our Locations:        

Our Locations:        

Our Locations:       

LIGHT RIGID VEHICLE (LR)

MEDIUM RIGID VEHICLE (MR)

HEAVY RIGID VEHICLE (HR)

HEAVY RIGID NON-SYNCHRO VEHICLE (HR-NS)

TLILIC3017 - LICENCE TO DRIVE A HEAVY COMBINATION VEHICLE

A) A prime mover to which is attached a single semi-trailer that has a GVM more than 9 tonnes 
plus any unladen converter dolly; or

B) a rigid motor vehicle to which is attached a trailer that has a GVM more than 9 tonnes plus any 
unladen converter dolly. 

You are eligible for a heavy combination licence after 2 years of holding a licence, with at least 1 
year of holding either a medium rigid or heavy rigid vehicle licence.

 PRICE: $1299.00Our Locations:        

HEAVY COMBINATION VEHICLE (HC) 
HEAVY COMBINATION NON-SYNCHRO VEHICLE (HC-NS) 

TLILIC3018 – LICENCE TO DRIVE A MULTI COMBINATION VEHICLE LICENCE

To be eligible to apply for a TLILIC3018B – Licence to drive a multi combination vehicle licence,
you must hold a current (Valid) HC licence.

PRICE: $1299.00Our Locations:       

MULTI COMBINATION VEHICLE LICENCE

For bookings and availability contact us on 1300 366 015
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LOAD RESTRAINT

Our load restraint program can be somewhat customised to your business needs, focusing on 
correct placement, load distribution and securing onto a range of vehicles.  The program includes a 
presentation followed by practical training with the equipment commonly used by your organisation. 

DURATION: 4 HOURS | PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace

LOAD RESTRAINT - NON ACCREDITED

RIIHAN308E - LOAD AND UNLOAD PLANT

Load and unload plant gives candidates the necessary skills and knowledge to safely and 
efficiently load and unload plant on floats and/or trailers. 

DURATION: 2 DAYS | PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace

LOAD & UNLOAD PLANT

TLID2004 - LOAD AND UNLOAD GOODS/CARGO & TLIA1001 - SECURE CARGO

Load and unload goods and cargo in accordance with relevant state/territory roads and traffic 
authority regulations/permit requirements. It includes loading and unloading goods and cargo, 
securing and protecting a load and completing all required documentation.

DURATION: 2 DAYS | PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace

LOAD & SECURE CARGO

CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY

This is a non-accredited workshop that covers the philosophy of COR. The chain of responsibility 
is a concept that means anybody, not just the driver, who in the supply chain interact with road 
transport can be held responsible for breaches of road laws and may be held liable. 

DURATION: 4 HOURS | PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace

CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY - NON ACCREDITED

DEFENSIVE DRIVING HEAVY VEHICLE

Increase driver safety, professionalism and awareness while encouraging a positive driving 
attitude. Through the application of defensive driving techniques and practices and knowledge in 
efficient performance of the vehicle.

DURATION: ASK | PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace

DEFENSIVE DRIVING - NON ACCREDITED

SAFE TOWING TRAINING - CARAVAN, BOAT OR TRAILER
If you need to brush up on your reversing techniques or better understand safe towing with a 
caravan, boat or trailer, this course is constructed for all levels of experience to improve your skills 
in effective towing of a trailing vehicle for business or pleasure purposes.

DURATION: 4 HOURS | PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace

SAFE TOWING - CARAVAN, BOAT OR TRAILER - NON ACCREDITED

Load Restraint

Driving Behavior

Call 1300 366 015
Skills. Jobs. Safe Workplaces.
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Warehousing & Logistics

TLILIC0003 - LICENCE TO OPERATE A FORKLIFT TRUCK

This course specifies the skills and knowledge required to operate a forklift truck safely. A forklift 
truck is a powered industrial truck equipped with lifting media made up of a mast and an elevating 
load carriage to which is attached a pair of fork arms.

DURATION: 2 DAYS | PRICE: $499.00

TLILIC0004 - LICENCE TO OPERATE AN ORDER PICKING FORKLIFT TRUCK

This course specifies the skills and knowledge required to operate an order picking forklift truck 
safely. An order picking forklift truck is a forklift truck where the operator controls are incorporated 
with the lifting media and elevate with the lifting media. 

DURATION: 2 DAYS | PRICE: $499.00

Our Locations:        Your workplace

FORKLIFT TRUCK (LF)

Our Locations:        Your workplace

ORDER PICKING FORKLIFT TRUCK (LO)

REFRESHER TRAINING PROGRAMS

Our refresher training 
programs can be customised 
to your business needs. 
The refresher programs are 
generally 4 hours in duration.

The course comprises of a 
theory presentation, video, 
a written quiz then practical 
operation of the selected 
machine.

REFRESHER COURSES

REACH TRUCK COURSES - HIGH REACH TRUCK

With the skills acquired in this course you have the power to work in more varied warehousing 
roles. We teach you how to handle and manipulate the sensitive controls of a high reach forklift, 
which has a smaller operating area as found in many modern warehouses.

DURATION: 4 HOURS | PRICE: $250.00

REACH TRUCK COURSES - DOUBLE DEEP REACH TRUCK

The double deep reach truck operates in the same way as a reach truck, though it has a reach 
that is double the size allowing the placement of pallets onto racking double the depth.

DURATION: 4 HOURS | PRICE: $250.00

PALLET TRUCK COURSE

This course covers a number of safety precautions needed to operate a Pallet Truck. Pallet jacks 
are used to make easy work out of what would usually be a multiple person job lifting a load from 
point A to B eliminating the strain and energy whilst also saving time.

DURATION: 1 DAY | PRICE: $199.00

Our Locations:        Your workplace

HIGH REACH TRUCK - NON ACCREDITED

Our Locations:        Your workplace

DOUBLE DEEP REACH TRUCK - NON ACCREDITED

Our Locations:        Your workplace

PALLET TRUCK - NON ACCREDITED

VERIFICATION OF COMPETENCY - HIGH 
RISK WORK

VERIFICATION OF COMPETENCY (VOC)

VOC is defined as  “a method 
of documented evaluation 
of the skill level of a person 
against defined competency 
standards”
 
VOC‘s are available on a 
range of plant and equipment 
and can be customised to 
your business needs and 
requirements.

PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace
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EWPA YELLOW CARD - UNDER 11 METRES

Designed to give participants the knowledge and skills to operate elevating work platforms which 
are not classified as requiring a high risk work (HRW) licence.  Yellow Card categories available 
include SL & VL.

DURATION: 1 DAY | PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace

VERTICAL LIFT OR SCISSOR LIFT (UNDER 11 METERS)

Work Platform

RIIWHS205E - CONTROL TRAFFIC WITH STOP-SLOW BAT 
RIIWHS302E - IMPLEMENT TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS

Hands-on training to ensure traffic controllers are  “Road Ready”   
This course provides participants with the skills and knowledge required to work as a Traffic 
Controller in Victoria.

DURATION: 2 DAYS | PRICE: $399.00Our Locations:        Your workplace

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

REFRESHER

Our traffic management refresher course addresses the requirements to refresh your current ‘control 
traffic using a stop-slow bat’ and/or ‘implement traffic management plans’ competency. It includes 
updates on new legislation/changes and a refresher of duty of care obligations.

DURATION: 2 DAY | PRICE: $250.00Our Locations:        Your workplace

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT REFRESHER COURSE - NON ACCREDITED

Traffic Management

TLILIC0005 - LICENCE TO OPERATE A BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORM 
(BOOM LENGTH 11 METRES OR MORE) 

This high risk work (HRW) licence is required for all operators of work platforms exceeding 11 
metres. Gain the skills and knowledge to confidently operate work platforms over 11 meters.

DURATION: 2 DAYS | PRICE: $599.00Our Locations:        Your workplace

EWP - (BOOM LENGTH 11 METRES OR MORE)
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Earthmoving

RIIMPO317F - CONDUCT ROLLER OPERATIONS

Roller operators are an integral part of road infrastructure. You will gain the understanding and the 
skills associated with compaction of materials required to assist with building roads all over the 
country

DURATION: 4 TO 10 DAYS | PRICE: $999.00

RIIMPO321F - CONDUCT CIVIL CONSTRUCTION WHEELED FRONT END LOADER OPERATIONS

Learn to conduct front end loader operations in the civil construction industry. Front end loader 
operators gain competency and confidence to bulk load and stockpile materials, level and strip 
sites and restrain for transport.

DURATION: 4 TO 10 DAYS | PRICE: $999.00Our Locations:        Your workplace

ROLLER

FRONT END LOADER

Our Locations:        Your workplace

RIIMPO318F - CONDUCT CIVIL CONSTRUCTION SKID STEER LOADER OPERATIONS

Training in the safe use of skid steers with practical experience in stockpiling, leveling, reinstatement, 
attachments, load restraint etc. Operators will be able to restrain equipment for transport and 
undertake site tasks from loading trucks to transportation of materials and reinstatement of sites.

DURATION: 4 TO 10 DAYS | PRICE: $999.00

RIIMPO320F - CONDUCT CIVIL CONSTRUCTION EXCAVATOR OPERATIONS

Learn to conduct excavator operations in the civil construction industry. Practical experience 
in various trenching techniques and bulk earthworks including pipe lifting techniques and load 
restraint.

DURATION: 4 TO 10 DAYS | PRICE: $999.00

Our Locations:        Your workplace

Our Locations:        Your workplace

SKID STEER

EXCAVATOR

RIIMPO319E - CONDUCT BACKHOE/LOADER OPERATIONS

Learn to conduct backhoe/loader operations in the civil construction industry. It includes: planning 
and preparing, conducting machine pre-operational checks, operating backhoe/loaders, lifting, 
carrying and placing materials, selecting, removing and fitting attachments, relocating the 
backhoe/loaders, carrying out machine operator maintenance, trenching and cleaning up.

DURATION: 4 TO 10 DAYS | PRICE: $999.00Our Locations:        Your workplace

BACKHOE / LOADER

BUNDLE DISCOUNT

We offer the option to bundle 
machines and recieve a bulk 
discount.  

ANY 2 - $1,599.00 
ANY 3 - $2,199.00
ANY 4 - $2,799.00
ANY 5 - $3,699.00

MULTIPLE MACHINE DISCOUNTS 
AVAILABLE

VERIFICATION OF COMPETENCY 
EARTHMOVING

VERIFICATION OF COMPETENCY (VOC)

VOC is defined as  “a method 
of documented evaluation 
of the skill level of a person 
against defined competency 
standards”
 
VOC‘s are available on a 
range of plant and equipment 
and can be customised to 
your business needs and 
requirements.

PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace PRICE: $ASKOur Locations:        Your workplace
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Other Short Courses

CPCCWHS1001 - PREPARE TO WORK SAFELY IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Do you need to get your White Card? The Construction Induction White Card course enables 
participants to work safely in the construction industry.

DURATION: 1 DAY | PRICE: $150.00

WHITE CARD

Our Locations:        Your workplace

Call 1300 366 015
Skills. Jobs. Safe Workplaces.

TLIK2010 - USE INFOTECHNOLOGY DEVICES IN THE WORKPLACE

Introduction to RF Scanning in a warehouse environment with hands-on training with an RF 
mobile computer and standard hand held RF gun.

DURATION: 2 DAYS | PRICE: $400.00

SCAN PACK

Our Locations:        Your workplace

Student Handbook 
 
https://www.foresitetraining.com.au/student_handbook

Refunds and Cancellations

https://www.foresitetraining.com.au/fees_refunds

Foresite Training PTY LTD
 

ABN: 30 119 110 762 | TOID: 22227


